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Abstract—We present a unifying framework for a new class
of receivers that employlinearly-constrainedinterference cancel-
lation (IC). The associated multiuser detectors operate in various
modes and options ranging in performance from that of IC detec-
tors to that of linear receivers, yet provide more attractive perfor-
mance/complexity tradeoffs. They exploit both space and time di-
versities as well as the array-processing capabilities of multiple an-
tennas and carry out simultaneous channel and timing estimation,
signal combining and interference rejection. Additionally, they can
operate on both links and in multiple mixed-rate traffic scenarios.
The improved performance can be translated to increased utiliza-
tion of wideband code division multiple access networks, particu-
larly at high data rates.

Index Terms—Interference rejection, multiuser detection, smart
antennas, space–time processing, spread spectrum multiple ac-
cess, suppression or cancellation, wideband code division multiple
access.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HIRD GENERATION wireless systems will deploy wide-
band code division multiple access (CDMA) [1], [2] ac-

cess technology to achieve data transmission at variable rates
with different mobility and quality of service (QoS) require-
ments. Standards [1] call for increasing the transmission rate
from the 14.4 kb/s voice rate currently supported up to 384 kb/s
for mobile users and 2 Mb/ps for portable terminals. Current
industrial concerns are how to provide such multirate services
in the broadband channels of 5–15 MHz likely to become avail-
able. Significant improvement in spectrum efficiency stands out
as a key requirement.

The call capacity of wireless CDMA systems is limited by
the interference generated by transmissions to/from other mo-
biles within and outside the cell. On the up-link the interfer-
ence is mainly that from other transmitting mobiles. Power con-
trol attempts to maintain the received powers at values that bal-
ance the interference observed by the various mobiles, however,
fading and mobility contribute to produce excessive interference
in many cases. Where mobiles with different transmission rates
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are supported within the same cell, the high-rate mobiles man-
ifest strong interference to the low-rate mobiles. On the down-
link, transmissions from base stations of other cells, as well as
strong interference from the same base to other mobiles, may
result in strong interference to the intended signal. Downlink
power control may be imprecise or absent altogether. In all these
so called near–far problem cases, we can improve the transmis-
sion quality or reduce the transmitted power by reducing the in-
terference. In turn, for the same transmission quality, the number
of calls supported within the cell may be increased, resulting in
improved spectrum utilization.

Power control is presently used to minimize the near–far
problem when traffic is equal-rate equal SIR. Mixed-rate traffic
will require tight power control to achieve the target SIRs but
power differences will remain. Multiuser detectors implement
interference cancellation to provide potential benefits such
as improvements in capacity and reduced precision require-
ments for power control. However, these detectors may not
be cost-effective to build with a sufficient performance gain
over present-day systems [3], [4]. Reaching a satisfactory
performance/complexity tradeoff remains a prime concern.

The complexity of the optimal maximum-likelihood se-
quence detector (MLSD) [5] is exponential in the number of
interfering signals to be cancelled, which makes its implemen-
tation impractical for large numbers of interferers. Alternative
suboptimal detectors fall into two groups: linear and sub-
tractive. Among the linear detectors, the decorrelator [6]–[8]
and the minimum mean square error (MMSE) detector [9],
[10] offer high near–far resistance. The processing burden for
both still presents implementation difficulties. Subtractive IC
detectors take the form of parallel interference cancellers (PIC)
[11], [12] or successive interference cancellers (SIC) [12], [13].
They offer reduced complexity but suffer from sensitivity to
hard decision errors in the feedback of reconstructed signals.
The hybrid zero-forcing (ZF) decision-feedback (DF) detector
[14] combines a partial linear decorrelator with a SIC-type
detector and thereby avoids noise enhancement due to full
decorrelation. However, it inherits the complexity of linear
receivers and the sensitivity of IC methods to estimation errors.

In the alternative solution proposed here, we upgrade the
spatio-temporal array-receiver (STAR) [15], a single-user
receiver, by incorporating multiuser detection by interference
subspace rejection (ISR) at the signal combining step [16],
[17]. The upgraded multiuser receiver STAR-ISR offers dif-
ferent modes that range in performance between IC detectors
and linear receivers and require increasing complexity for
implementation. At the low end, STAR-ISR reconstructs the in-
terference from channel and data hard decision estimates, then
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suppresses it like IC methods. ISR avoids the error-sensitive
subtraction and implements instead a more near–far resistant
linearly-constrainednulling at a complexity comparable to IC.
Compared to the linear receivers at the high end, STAR-ISR
implements nulling along different interference subspace de-
compositions with much-reduced complexity. It fully exploits
both space and time diversities as well as the array-processing
capabilities of multiple antennas while carrying out simulta-
neous channel and timing estimation, signal combining and
interference rejection.

A similar approach to interference cancellation on the
downlink of wideband CDMA systems has been proposed by
Madkouret al. [18], [19]. They provide support for use of sup-
pression by projection as opposed to direct signal cancellation,
as well as recognize the advantages of orthogonal projection
to the space of interfering signals as opposed to the space
of the summed interfering signal. They also require iterative
interference cancellation to achieve acceptable performance
whereas in our work good performance is achieved even with
one-shot cancellation that is much less complex to implement.

The main contribution of this paper is the unified framework
for a class of suppression techniques differing in performance
and complexity. We provide comparative results in the pres-
ence of realistic channel estimation performance achieved by
the STAR receiver. With RAKE-type receivers [20] providing
degraded channel tracking [21], weaker interference suppres-
sion results are achieved.

The interference suppression techniques presented here en-
able cellular networks to support a wide range of transmission
rates. By suppressing the interference generated by high-power
high-rate transmissions, weak-power low-rate transmissions can
be protected from excessive interference at the same receiving
base station. At the same time, the techniques permit a relax-
ation of the power-control requirements for same-rate users. In-
terfering transmissions may be suppressed, whether intended to
be received at the same or neighboring base stations, as long as
their spreading codes are known to the suppressing receiver.

The paper is organized as follows: We develop the data model
and position the problem of interference rejection in Section II.
In Section III, we introduce ISR and propose various struc-
tures and options that cover multiple applications in wideband
CDMA. In Section IV, we discuss the advantages of ISR and
compare them to previous achievements in multiuser detection.
Simulations are found in Section V. Finally, we draw conclu-
sions in Section VI. The conclusions of Section VI suggest that
the simplest STAR-ISR techniques are implementable today and
offer significant capacity improvements.

II. DATA MODEL AND FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

A. General Assumptions and Model

We consider the up-link of an asynchronous cellular CDMA
system where each base station is equipped with a receiving an-
tenna-array of sensors. Application to the downlink will be
studied in a future work [22]. For the sake of simplicity, we as-
sume for now that all users transmit with the same modulation
and at the same rate. We also assume that the base station knows

the spreading codes of all the terminals with which it commu-
nicates. The phase-shift keying (PSK) symbol sequence for a
mobile with index is first differentially encoded1 at the rate

, where is the symbol duration. The resulting differential
phase-shift keying (DPSK) sequence is then spread by a
personal pseudorandom noise (PN) code at a rate ,
where is the chip pulse duration. The processing gain is given
by . We assume the use of long codes. Other exten-
sions regarding assumptions and applications will be discussed
later. We write the spreading-code segment over theth period

as

(1)

where for , is a random sequence
of length and is the chip pulse. Finally, we assume a
multipath fading environment with resolvable paths, where
the delay spread is small compared to the symbol duration
(i.e., ).

At time , the observation vector received by the antenna array
of one particular cell can be written as follows:

(2)

where is the total number of mobiles received at the selected
base station from inside and outside the cell, is the re-
ceived signal vector from the mobile is its total received
amplitude, and is the thermal noise received at each an-
tenna element. The contribution of the th mobile to the
observation vector is given by2

(3)

where is the channel response vector from the mobile to
the antenna elements anddenotes time-convolution. In the
right-hand term of (3), the propagation time-delays along the

paths , are chip-asynchronous
[15], are the propagation
vectors and are the power fractions along each path
of the total power received from the th mobile (i.e.,

). The received power is affected by path loss,
Rayleigh fading, and shadowing. We assume that
and vary slowly and neglect their variation over
symbol durations (i.e., ).

1Differential coding enables use of STAR without a pilot [15] for blind
channel identification and quasicoherent detection with differential decoding.
It hence avoids noncoherent demodulation [23]. A reduced-power pilot can
be used to avoid differential coding and decoding [24] while orthogonal
modulation [13], [25] can be detected coherently by STAR without a pilot [26].

2Note that the model described is baseband without loss of generality. Both
the carrier frequency modulation and demodulation steps can be embedded in
the chip pulse-shaping and matched-filtering operations of (1) and (4), respec-
tively.
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In successive overlapping frames of period, we define the
matched-filtering observation vector for frame numberover
the time interval by

(4)

where denotes the temporal support3 of and
stands for a possible time-shift by to avoid locating the
frame edges in the middle of the delay spread [15]. For sim-
plicity, we assume . After sampling at the chip rate and
framing over chip samples at the symbol rate, we ob-
tain the matched-filtering observation matrix

(5)

It can be expressed as

(6)

where the base-band preprocessed thermal noise (i.e., after
matched-pulse filtering) contributes

(7)

and each user contributes its user-observa-
tion matrix , obtained by

(8)

(9)

B. Parametric Data Decompositions

In the following, we detail the structure of the user-observa-
tion matrix along various parametric data decompositions
that will serve later as new interference characterizations for use
by a new class of interference cancellers.

First, we decompose over the symbols fromth user that
contribute to its data as follows:

(10)

where and where the canonic user-observation
matrices are given by

(11)

(12)

(13)

Due to asynchronism and multipath propagation, each user-ob-
servation matrix carries information from the current (i.e.,

) as well as from the previous (i.e., )
and future (i.e., ) block symbols of the corresponding
user. It can be decomposed by separating the contributions of

consecutive symbols so as to isolate each of thede-
sired symbols with index say and yet over-

3For a rectangular pulse,D is [0; T ]. In practice, it is the temporal support
of a truncated square-root raised cosine.

come inter-symbol interference (ISI) of theth user over its th
symbol defined as

(14)

As an alternative to the decomposition over symbols of (10),
we can separate over contributions from the
diversity branches or fingers as

(15)

where finger , denotes antenna
and propagation path

and stands for the corresponding
propagation coefficient. Each diversity-observation matrix

is defined as

(16)

(17)

(18)

where is a vector of zeros
except for one at the th element and is the Dirac impulse.

The two decompositions of the user-observation matrix (i.e.,
over symbols or diversity branches) can be combined as follows:

(19)

where the canonic diversity-observation matrix is given
by

(20)

(21)

(22)

where . Hence, one can easily derive the fol-
lowing identities

(23)

(24)

In the next section, we shall use the above parametric data
decompositions to derive a new class of interference cancellers.
Before we do so, we formulate the interference suppression
problem.

C. Formulation of the Problem and Background

Power mismatch (i.e., near–far situations) arises on the
up-link unintentionally due to imperfect power control for
path loss and shadowing variations, and intentionally when we
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increase the power of particular users (e.g., “priority links,”
acquisition, higher order modulations or higher data rates in
mixed-rate traffic). We assume that power control is used on
the up-link to reduce the power mismatch between users and
identify two generic situations where application of multiuser
detection is of interest. The first is a homogeneous traffic
situation comprising high-power high data-rate links with
roughly equal powers, where each user attempts to suppress
transmissions from the others. The second is a mixed-rate
traffic situation where a low-power low-rate user attempts to
eliminate interference from high-power high-rate users, each
power level being set to meet the QoS of the corresponding
rate. Any other suppression scenario of interest boils down to
a combination of these two generic cases (see Section III-D).
Suppression of a low-power low-rate user likely offers only
modest performance gain and, hence, is given the lowest
processing priority within the computational power available
(see discussion of complexity in Section V-C).

For the sake of simplicity, we formulate the problem of
multiuser detection in the mixed-rate traffic scenario.4 Later in
Section III-C we address the homogeneous case. We hence di-
vide the mobiles received at a base station into two subsets, one
comprising those whose received signal powers are relatively
high and a second whose powers are relatively low. Assume the
presence of strong interfering mobiles in the first subset
and assign them the indices . Consider a desired
user with index in the second subset, and formulate the
suppression problem with respect to each of hissymbols to
be detected in each frame (i.e., detectdata symbols of user
in parallel based on a single observation).

Using the data decompositions of the previous section and
defining for convenience of notation a vectoras a matrix re-
shaped columwise, we rewrite the vectorized matched-filtering
observation matrix of (6) for user and for
as

(25)

(26)

where denotes the th signal component of
the desired user and

(27)

4We assume for simplicity that all users transmit with the same symbol-rate
and that only differences between their modulation orders cause noticeable
power mismatch. Extension of our suppression techniques to the mixed
symbol-rate scenario isad hoc.

is part of the multiple access interference (MAI) vector to be
suppressed. The noise vector comprises ISI from the de-
sired user over itsth symbol, the rest of the MAI from all other
users in the system, and the preprocessed thermal noise. For
convenience of notation, or simply is assumed to be
uncorrelated5 both in space and time with variance . Later we
address explicit ISI suppression and discuss other extensions to
the correlated noise case (see Sections III-D and E).

Single-user receivers such as the RAKE/2D-RAKE [27] or
STAR [15] regard the partial MAI vector as another contri-
bution to the noise and, hence, implement spatio-temporal
maximum ratio combining (MRC). For instance, STAR imple-
ments MRC for as follows:6

W (28)

However, MRC is suboptimal despite use of power control on
the up-link due to interference correlation from high-power
high-rate users in . We next introduce a new class of in-
terference cancellers that suppress, and offer a unifying
framework for efficient and cost-effective multiuser detection.

III. T HE PROPOSEDMULTIUSER DETECTOR

A. Interference Subspace Rejection

In the general case, the total interferenceis an unknown
random vector which lies at any moment in an interference sub-
space spanned by a matrix, say (i.e., ) with
dimension which depends on the number of interference pa-
rameters [i.e., power, data symbols, multipath components, and
delays, see (27)] estimated separately

(29)

The more interference parameters we estimate, the fewer dimen-
sions (number of constraints) are needed to characterize the
interference subspace for suppression. However, the sensitivity
of the suppression method to parameter estimation errors also
increases. With the above parametric/subspace decompositions
of , we readily identify new performance/complexity trade-
offs for suppression (see Section V-C). As shown in Table I,
a number of alternative techniques may be recognized that use
different reconstructions of the matrix , referred to as the
constraint matrix.

5The central limit theorem allows processing the set of low-power low-rate
interferers—presumably many such are present—as white noise.

6Note that we take the real part of the MRC output if the modulation is BPSK.
Other operations in STAR that: 1) estimate the data symbols and the power of
the desired user and 2) identify the channel from the signal componentŝ as
shown in Fig. 1 are explained in detail in [15] and [30].
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TABLE I
CONSTRAINT MATRIX ^C AND THE CORRESPONDINGNUMBER OF

CONSTRAINTS ORCOLUMNS N FOR EACH ISR MODE. EACH

GENERIC COLUMN ^C SHOWN ABOVE IS NORMALIZED TO 1

To suppress as characterized in subspace , the com-
biner for the th symbol of the desired user, for
, must conform7 to the following theoretical constraints

W

W

W

W
(30)

The first constraint guarantees a distortionless response to the
desired user while the second rejects the interference subspace
and thereby cancels the total interference. We shall refer to
this approach as interference subspace rejection (ISR).

A solution for the ISR combiner (i.e., the constrained spatio-
temporal combiner) is given for by

(31)

(32)

(33)

where is the total space dimension and
denotes an identity matrix. First, we form the

projector8 orthogonal to the constraint matrix estimate.

7This combining approach is borrowed from a multisource (i.e., multiuser)
beamforming method called the adaptive source-subspace extraction and
tracking (ASSET) technique [28], [29], an early array-processing form of a
group ZF, MMSE, or hybrid ZF-MMSE detector.

8This projector is computed once for all for all desired users at the cost of a
single inversion of anN �N matrix. In the D mode in particular (see Table I),
the matrix is sparse because^Y is nonzero only at elementsm;m+M;m+
2M; . . . ;m+ ((Q+ 1)L� 1)M ; and the matrix inversion boils down toM
inversions ofPNI�PNI matrices or even to one inversion only when delays
of a given propagation path are the same at all antennas as assumed herein.

Second, we project the estimated response vectorand nor-
malize it9 to derive the ISR combiner . We use this com-
biner instead of MRC in (28) to extract the signal component es-
timates . An upgrade of the single-user STAR [15], referred
to as STAR-ISR, exploits these new ISR outputs as shown in
Fig. 1 to improve estimation of the symbol decisions , the
received power , and the channel parameters .
An enhanced version of STAR-ISR [30] that incorporates ISR
in the channel identification process further improves these es-
timates and offers an integrated solution for an efficient and
cost-effective multiuser receiver in wideband CDMA.

Similar STAR-ISR receivers for each interferer (see
Section III-C) estimate and enable
construction of the constraint matrix (see Fig. 1). An
estimate of is constructed with MRC symbol estimates
or reconstructed with ISR symbol estimates from previous
ISR stages in a multistage processing scheme (see Fig. 2
and Section III-G). In Table I, we show how to form for
different modes, which decompose or regroup interference
vectors from the different interference subspace characteriza-
tions of (29). The total realization (TR) mode nulls the total
interference vector and, hence, requires accurate estimation of
all the channel and data parameters of the interferers. It is
similar to the PIC detector, only it implements the more accu-
rate nulling instead of the subtraction of. As one example,
ISR-TR would still implement a perfect null-constraint if the
power estimates were all biased by an identical multiplicative
factor, while interference cancellers would subtract the wrong
amount of interference. The realizations (R) mode nulls the
signal vector of each interferer and, hence, becomes even more
robust to power estimation errors. The diversities (D) mode
nulls the signal vector from each interfering finger of each
interferer and, hence, gains additional robustness to channel
estimation errors. The hypotheses (H) mode nulls the signal
vector from each interfering symbol of each interferer and,
hence, introduces robustness to data estimation errors. In
contrast to previous modes referred to as decision feedback
(DF) modes, the H mode does not feed back decisions from the
symbol estimates into . Its combiner coefficients are hence
symbol-independent and can be computed less frequently when
the channel time-variations are slow and when the codes are
short. Finally, the reduced hypotheses (RH) mode, a hybrid
between the R and H modes, reduces the number of constraints

(i.e., computational cost) from for the H mode
to just .

In fact, the H mode is not the most expensive in complexity.
Combination of the H and D modes results in a structure sim-
ilar to the decorrelator10 which requires a larger number of con-
straints, i.e., . One can even introduce a finer
decomposition by nulling additional dimensions over possible
multipath delays (e.g., over the delay spread) to gain robustness
to synchronization errors [21], [31], [32]. However, increasing

9These operations actually exploit redundant or straightforward computations
in the data projection and the normalization.

10The use of decision feedback with the decorrelator is already well docu-
mented (e.g., [14]); but only past symbols were fed back in previous works. In
ISR DF modes, past, present, and future symbols are all fed back.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of STAR-ISR.

Fig. 2. Block diagram of multistage ISR processing(BER(N ) �

BER(N � 1) � � � � � BER(0)).

the number of constraints not only increases complexity
but also results in more severe noise enhancement when
approaches the total dimension of the entire
observation space.

To reduce complexity, guarantee stability in the matrix inver-
sion of (31) if it becomes close to rank-degenerate, and mini-
mize noise enhancement, we replace the constraint matrix
in (31) and (32) by the orthonormal interference subspace of
rank that spans its column vectors to yield the pro-
jector used in (33), which replaces the
matrix inversion by the Gram-Schmidt matrix orthonormaliza-
tion.11 In practice, can hardly reflect the true rank of if it
is close to degenerate. It corresponds to the subspace of reduced
rank with the highest interference energy to cancel.

To further minimize noise enhancement, one can
also increase the dimension of the observation space

by increasing . Increasing the frame
duration has the additional advantage of enabling
asynchronous processing of a wider interuser delay spread
as well as multirate users. In terms of noise enhancement
reduction, the DF modes—namely, TR, R, D, and RH—will
benefit most from increasing because the number of their

11Note that orthonormalization becomes unnecessary if we check thatĈ is
close to orthonormal (i.e.,̂C ' V̂ ).

constraints remains constant. In contrast, the H mode sees
its gain saturate. However, while the H mode does not exact a
processing delay, the DF modes TR, R, and D will require an
increasing delay of symbol durations to allow buffering of
the next data frame, plus one processing cycle (PC) to allow
estimation of (i.e., the first desired symbol from the
next frame). The DF mode RH, which directs a null toward

requires only a delay of one processing cycle (1PC) to
allow estimation of the interferers’ symbols from the current
frame. However, the cycle duration also increases with.

B. Extending Dimensionality: -Option

To reduce noise enhancement and to allow processing of
completely asynchronous transmissions without exacting
larger processing delays in the DF modes, it is possible
to increase the frame duration (i.e., the observation di-
mension) without increasing . We simply generalize the
observation to include additional past spread data which has
already been processed.

If we expand the matched-filtering observation matrix of (5)
to include previously processed symbols, the observation
becomes

(34)

Similarly, expanding and keeps the para-
metric data decompositions of (6), (15), and (24) unchanged,
provided that the expanded frame duration re-
mains below the coherence time of the channel. On the other
hand, decompositions of (10), (14), (19), and (23) that isolate
contributions over symbols extend the first summation index
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over past symbols from to . These extended de-
compositions may be better illustrated by rewriting the interfer-
ence characterization of (27) as

(35)

From the above decompositions of, the definition of the con-
straint matrix in Table I remains the same for the DF modes,
although its construction requires now summation over esti-
mated symbols starting with index instead
of .

Although the -option is tailored to the DF modes of ISR,
it could be applied to the H mode using
constraints. However, increasing achieves the same bene-
fits while it enables processing of more symbols in a block
with minimum overlap between processed frames. Instead, the

-option can combine the H mode in another variant of the
hybrid RH mode using the following constraint matrix with
number of constraints

(36)

The above example is one possible hybrid among many other
combinations between ISR modes. For lack of space, hybrid ISR
modes will not be pursued in the following. Only the generic
modes (i.e., TRX, RX, DX, and H) will be studied.

Clearly, extension of the observation space to arrive at a total
dimension provides additional degrees
of freedom and results in less white noise enhancement as shown
in Section V-B.

C. Joint ISR Detection

Previously, we focused on implementation of ISR for a weak-
power low-rate user in mixed-rate traffic. We now address the
homogeneous-rate case described in Section II-C and introduce
joint ISR detection among strong-power high-rate interferers.
It allows for mutual interference rejection with one matrix in-
version only. This generic case obviously applies to suppres-
sion among interferers in the mixed-rate scenario treated ear-
lier. Here, we simply merge the signal contribution of theth

TABLE II
SIGNAL BLOCKING MATRIX ^C AND THE CORRESPONDINGNUMBER OF

CONSTRAINTS ORCOLUMNSN FOR EACH ISR MODE (N IS SET TO 0 IN

THE H MODE). �� = 0 IF i = i AND k = k, AND 1 OTHERWISE. EACH

GENERIC COLUMN Ĉ SHOWN ABOVE IS DIVIDED BY THE NORM OF THE

CORRESPONDINGGENERIC COLUMN Ĉ OF THE CONSTRAINT MATRIX Ĉ

(OBTAINED HERE BY REPLACING �� WITH 1)

user into the noise vector in (26) and focus on processing
the users.

A combiner similar to that of (33) can be derived for
the th symbol of the th user for and

. However, the projection in (32) is formed
to be orthogonal to the signal subspace that spans contributions
from the users. To avoid rejection of as part of
and allow extraction of the desired signal component, we
modify the projection and the combiner as follows:

(37)

(38)

but still use the same single matrix inversion of (31) in .
The new projection specific now to th user and its th
symbol uses an estimate of the signal blocking matrix de-
fined in Table II. This matrix which spans , and
a fortiori (i.e., ), avoids suppression
of the desired signal and rejects ISI12 along various ISR de-
compositions. In summary, the joint ISR combiner now
conforms to the constraints shown in (39) at the bottom of the

page. Using the result and the im-
plicit definition of the MRC combiner in (28), we show that

12Next we exploit this useful property of joint ISR detection to explicitly ad-
dress ISI rejection for the weak-power low-rate user treated earlier.

(39)
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. The ISR signal component estimate be-
comes

(40)

where the vector is common to all users
and is a new notation for the MRC signal component
estimate of (28).

The soft outputs of the linearly-constrainedcombiner13

[28] are actually estimates within a multiplicative factor
of the parameters over which the interference is decomposed.14

For a given ISR parametric decomposition, the interference to
be suppressed is hence reconstructed as
then subtracted from before MRC combining in (40). ISR
can therefore be interpreted as a newlinearly-constrainedlinear
IC method. Indeed, the one-stage linear PIC [11], [13] resem-
bles closely ISR-H when antenna and when is set
to the identity matrix (i.e., MRC combiner ). In contrast,
ISR exploits soft outputs from alinearly-constrainedcombiner
and thereby replaces error-sensitive subtraction by more robust
nulling.

Note that the H mode can use W
as an alternative direct implementation

of the ISR combiner. Note also that the ISR DF modes require
feedback of the current and future symbol estimates for

which are derived in a preliminary stage from the
MRC signal component estimates for .
Using the resulting ISR outputs to iterate the ISR process again
gives rise to multistage ISR addressed in Section III-G.

D. Group/Hybrid Detection and ISI Rejection

The two generic cases of the mixed-rate and homoge-
neous-rate traffic scenarios addressed in Sections III-A and
C, respectively, can be easily extended to group detection
[14], [28], [29], [33] where ISR suppression is implemented
among groups of users following a hierarchy in rate or power.
A given group of users can suppress other selected interfering
groups and possibly implement mutual suppression within that
group by joint ISR detection, if required. Additionally, the ISR
detector can implement hybrid modes of suppression (e.g.,
RH in Section III-B). Hybrid ISR is applicable to mixed rates
where the duration includes different numbers of symbols
for the respective interferer rates. It may also be used for mixed
modulations where the decomposition is over different types of
symbols. More generally, suppression modes may be mixed,
some dimensions applying constraints from the D mode, others
from the R mode, etc. One could design an optimal suppression
strategy that would allocate the null constraints/modes among
users and groups in the most efficient way to achieve the best

13The jth column of the combiner^C Q has a unit response to thejth
column of ^C and null responses to its other columns.

14In the D mode for instance, the generic term of� is proportional to
 � . This feature enables a cost-effective joint detection and channel
estimation scheme in one step [17].

performance/complexity tradeoff. However, this goes beyond
the scope of this paper.

One can readily illustrate group and hybrid ISR by addressing
ISI rejection for the weak-power low-rate user dealt with in the
mixed-rate scenario of Section III-A. We consider that theth
user constitutes itself a group of virtual users, each virtual
user being associated with a desired symbol to be extracted.
The ensemble of these virtual users is characterized byin
the observation space. The parametric decompositions of ISR
apply to . They give rise to the constraint matrix indexed
with and the corresponding blocking matrix for the th
virtual user (or symbol) along any of the ISR modes described
(e.g., and in the TR mode). Note
that hybrid ISR constructs for the th user and for the

interfering users along different modes.
The ISR combiner that extracts theth symbol of the th

user is therefore updated to reject ISI by incorporating joint ISR
among the desired symbols in (31) to (33) as follows:

(41)

(42)

(43)

(44)

(45)

(46)

Both and still use (31) and (32). Notice that if there
are no strong interferers to be suppressed, we may still reject
ISI before despreading by setting to the identity matrix. If
we also replace by the identity matrix, then we revert to a
simple MRC combiner.

ISR offers a unifying framework that approaches IC methods
at the low end (i.e., TR) and the ZF decorrelator-type receivers
at the high end (i.e., H&D). Its general formulation can reduce to
simple MRC above and it can also be extended to MMSE-type
criteria in the next section.

E. Weighted ISR and Centralized Versus Blind Structures

An additional remedy to noise enhancement addressed in
Sections III-A and B is to relax the null constraints and assign
a penalty weight to noise amplification in the ISR suppression
process. This variant of ISR, referred to as weighted ISR,
modifies the general ISR combiner solution of (31) to (33) as
follows:

(47)

(48)

(49)

(50)

where is an diagonal matrix of positive weights
and an additional weighting factor.
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One can show that the above general weighted ISR solution
reduces to MMSE combining with respect to the ISR signal
decomposition selected by setting , the noise variance
estimate, and

in the TR mode

in the R mode

in the D mode

times

in the H mode

(51)

The instantaneous parameter estimates in the equation above
can be further averaged or smoothed in time. The columns of
the constraint matrix estimate are reconstructed without nor-
malization. For lack of space, this version of weighted ISR re-
ferred to as MMSE-ISR will not be pursued and will be ad-
dressed in a future work.

Note however that weighted ISR extends the unifying frame-
work of ISR suppression by approaching centralized MMSE
multiuser receivers [9], [10], [34]–[36] at the high end (i.e.,
MMSE ISR-H and D) and weighted IC methods [37] at the low
end (i.e., MMSE ISR-TR). In fact, weighting in IC methods is
applied to data decisions instead of noise [37]. In this regard, we
developed another version of ISR that introduces weights over
data decisions reflecting our confidence in those decisions. For
lack of space, we refer the reader to [38] for more details about
this variant of ISR referred to as partial ISR.

Note also that the above versions of ISR still assume that
the noise vector is uncorrelated both in space and time. They
would optimally require knowledge of the codes of all users
to process them all. Non-centralized MMSE receivers such as
[39], [40] attempt to optimally suppress all users without knowl-
edge of their codes. Yet our experience is that the centralized
receivers are more robust to time-variations than the noncen-
tralized or blind versions [28], [29]. In this regard, the noncen-
tralized receivers require use of short codes [39], [40] to en-
able tracking of cyclo-stationary signals. Nevertheless, opera-
tion without knowledge of the user codes remains an advantage
for these receivers.

Regarding this issue, ISR indeed requires knowledge of
interferers’ codes, but only those of a few high-power high-rate
users in the served cell due to complexity limitation. These
codes are readily available at the base station on the up-link.
On the downlink, we envisage use of Walsh codes [18], [19]a
priori known to the mobile. Overall, the computational power
available should allow implementation of ISR on either link
with a centralized suppression limited to a few high-power
high-rate users. Other high-power high-rate users can be sup-
pressed blindly by combining ISR, MMSE-ISR or partial ISR
(or all together) with the partially-centralized hybrid ZF/blind
MMSE scheme in [29]. Thisad hocextension will be detailed
in a future work.

F. Successive Versus Parallel Detection

It is already documented in literature that successive IC may
sometimes outperform parallel IC. For instance, SIC and PIC

are compared to conclude that SIC outperforms PIC in adverse
power control situations, whereas PIC outperforms SIC when
power control is perfect [41], [42]. Also the decorrelating de-
cision feedback algorithm [14] uses a successive structure. In a
first stage, the signal is whitened, then DF is used successively
in the second stage, processing in order of decreasing strengths.
Although this presentation of ISR has been focused on a parallel
implementation, ISR may also be implemented in a successive
manner, denoted ISR-S in what follows.

Without loss of generality, let us consider the operation
of ISR-S among the users sorted in order of decreasing
strength such that user is the strongest and user
is the weakest. The ISR-S signal component estimate for the

th symbol of the th user is, hence, given by

(52)

where spans only the subspace of users (and
also of user if ISI rejection is desired), and denotes the
corresponding signal blocking matrix. Clearly, is no longer
common to all users, which requires the expensive matrix inver-
sion to be performed for each user. However, this inversion is
avoided with ISR-TR since is a scalar.
ISR-TR-S represents an alternative to its parallel counterpart,
ISR-TR, and provides an ISR analog to SIC. Other modes may
take advantage of the common elements of from one pro-
cessing cycle to the next using matrix inversion by partitioning
[43], although this has not been considered. The disadvantage
of ISR-S is the long processing delay. It may be useful to con-
sider the tradeoffs between parallel processing and serial pro-
cessing similar to the hybrid interference canceller (HIC) [44],
[45] which combines the often better performance of SIC with
the parallel structure of PIC.

G. Multistage Processing: -Option

The DF modes of ISR (i.e., TR, R, and D) use coarse MRC
symbol estimates at a preliminary stage in order to reconstruct
signals for the ISR operation (see Section III-C). MRC estimates
are less reliable than ISR estimates causing worse reconstruc-
tion errors. We may use improved ISR estimates to reconstruct
and perform the ISR operation again in successive stages to pro-
vide better results [11]. This multistage approach illustrated in
Fig. 2 and referred to as the -option processes the signal com-
ponent estimate for theth symbol, , of the th
user in stages15 as shown in (53) at the bottom of the next
page where is the signal component estimate from first
ISR stage and are formed from
symbol estimates at the preliminary stage (i.e.,

). Iterating the process,16 we find the signal component
and symbol estimates at stage (i.e.,

).

15One stage means that the ISR operation is performed only once. Strictly
speaking, it is a two-stage approach with a conventional MRC preliminary stage
(see Fig. 2).

16Note that intermediate frame channel-decoding can be combined with mul-
tistage ISR [22] for further improved performance.
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The multistage approach has a cost in increased complexity;
however, complexity can be reduced because many computa-
tions from one stage to the next are redundant. For example, the
costly computation of could be tracked instead, because

if the symbol estimation errors do not change
much from stage to stage, which can be expected in most situa-
tions.

Application of the -option to PIC follows the same
approach. The -option may also be generalized to the succes-
sive structures ISR-S and SIC. For ISR-TR-SM the approach is
as follows: The first stage is as usual, but the following stages
take advantage of reconstructed interference available from
the previous stage. When useris processed at stage, users

are reconstructed from the estimated symbols of
stage ; whereas users are reconstructed from
previous estimates of the same stage. Except for the first stage,
ISR-TR-SM therefore also nulls lower power users. The same
approach is used for SIC-M.

IV. DISCUSSION OFISR ADVANTAGES

A. Interference Rejection Paradigm

Multiuser detection techniques differ in the way they char-
acterize interference and in the way they suppress it. Like IC
methods [11]–[13] at the low end in complexity, ISR character-
izes interference by its signal contribution to the observation
vector . ISR-TR and ISR-TRS, the closest to PIC [11], [12]
and SIC [12], [13], respectively, reconstruct this contribution
then suppress it. However, unlike IC techniques, ISR replaces
error-sensitive subtraction by more robust nulling17 to estima-
tion errors and can be interpreted as a newlinearly-constrained
IC method (see Section III-C). Linear IC methods [47], [48] also
replace nonlinear hard decision by linear soft-decision feedback
and result into a cascade18 of projectors [47], [48]. However, ISR
exploits soft outputs from a linearly constrained combiner and
thereby implements more robust nulling of interference along
various interference subspace decompositions (or characteriza-
tions).

Madkouret al. characterized the interference by subspaces
similar in span to those used in the TR and R modes with one
antenna in [18] and [19], respectively, then suppressed this inter-
ference by projections. Unlike ISR, however (see Section IV-B),
they implemented signal combining over the cleaned observa-
tion with a RAKE-type receiver. Our work, carried out indepen-

17Advantages of interference suppression by nulling with projections instead
of subtraction were previously recognized in an acoustic echo cancellation ap-
plication in [46].

18Although linear IC approaches the decorrelator [47], [48], it performs worse
than nonlinear IC in selective fading [34], [49] .

dently, provides a framework for interference subspace rejection
that stems from various parametric decompositions of the inter-
ference. These decompositions are motivated by the resulting
improved robustness to errors in power control, channel param-
eter estimation, and symbol decisions. They provide a more
complete understanding of the performance/complexity trade-
offs available. Overall, ISR offers much more extended appli-
cability (see options and applications in Section III).

At the high end in complexity, the decorrelator [6]–[8] and the
ZF-DF partial decorrelator [14] can be regarded as a combina-
tion of the H and D modes of ISR with one antenna. This hybrid
of ISR is also similar to the projection receiver (PR) [50], [51],
which implements a ZF-type detector through exploitation of a
projector orthogonal to the interference subspace. In the general
case, however, ISR characterizes interference from different in-
terference subspace decompositions and accordingly suppresses
it along modes (i.e., TR, R, D, H, etc) that require reduced
complexity. Computational power is what limits exploitation of
ISR-H today, anda fortiori the more complex decorrelator-type
receivers. Other ISR modes require tolerable complexity and
offer significant gains over IC detectors (see Section V).

B. Signal Combining

Note that the observation model of (26) merges space and
time into a vector dimension and therefore allows joint com-
bining over multipaths and antennas in one step.19 Multiuser
combining in [34], [52] also matches a composite channel over
multipaths, but unlike STAR [15] it uses one antenna and “non-
parametric” channel estimation. To our knowledge, the advan-
tages of simultaneous matched combining and interference sup-
pression were not recognized previously and were not pursued
to further integrate the spatial dimension made available by an-
tenna arrays. Tsatsanis and Giannakis [35] simply commented
on possible extension of their multirate filter model of CDMA
access to spatial sampling using multiple antennas. Paulraj and
Papadias [53] developed a more general model for multiple ac-
cess techniques but resorted to 2D-RAKE receiver solutions that
separate processing in space and time in the CDMA case. Cur-
rent CDMA solutions similarly propose multiuser processing
post-combining [54], [55] or precombining [36], [55], [56] over
multipaths and/or antennas in a RAKE-like receiver structure.
The post-combining solutions do not exploit multiuser detec-
tion capabilities to improve channel estimation [36]. Thereby
both signal combining and interference suppression can be de-
graded. The precombining approaches do not exploit the advan-
tages of diversity and process fingers individually as if they were

19This feature is inherited from the post-correlation model [15] for which an
ISR version over despread signals is available.

...
...

(53)
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separate users with fractioned power [54], [49]. Complexity is
thereby increased as if more users were to be processed while
depriving multiuser detection of the diversity advantages. Un-
like previous methods, STAR-ISR fully exploits both space and
time diversities as well as the array-processing potential offered
by the antennas while carrying out simultaneous channel and
timing estimation [15], [30], signal combining and inherent in-
terference rejection.

C. The Edge Effect and ISI

The edge effect and ISI relate to the difficulties introduced
by the symbols at the edges of the processed frames and those
surrounding the desired symbol. They arise in asynchronous
transmissions from the self-ISI vector and similarly

from the multiple-access (MA-ISI ) vectors . DF methods
[11]–[14] rely on error-sensitive one-shot hard decision and
feedback to remove the edge effect. Linear receivers resort to
long sequence estimation and thereby reduce the edge effect
to a negligible amount [4]. The edge effect is completely
suppressed in [58] by subtraction. Future symbols are predicted
there using convolutional coding. Simpler methods eliminate
the edge effect by transmitting bursts of symbols or by in-
serting isolation bits [57]. ISR effectively isolates the current
symbol without reducing the transmission-rate and treats the
equally-isolated adjacent symbols as virtual interferers (see
Section III-D). Near–far resistant nulling in ISR removes
MA-ISI interference while self-ISI is simply suppressed by
dedicated null-constraints (see Sections III-C and D). In both
the single-symbol-based (i.e., ) and block estimation
cases, this approach does not suffer from the edge effect. It
holds over a large observation window of symbols that allows
treatment of wider interpath and interuser delay spreads as well
as permitsad hocextension to multirate detection.

D. Unifying Framework and Extended Applicability

ISR offers a unifying framework for multiuser detection that
reaches IC detectors and linear receivers at both ends in per-
formance and complexity. It can be interpreted as a newlin-
early-constrainedlinear IC method and can be adapted to imple-
ment MMSE-type criteria and/or weighting over symbol deci-
sions in partial ISR [38]. It applies to completely asynchronous
transmissions, to one-shot or block estimation, and to multi-
modulation, multirate, or even multicode CDMA. ISR can be
adapted to the downlink and to MIMO systems [22] and effi-
ciently combines with channel identification with STAR [30].
Overall, it offers an efficient and cost-effective multiuser re-
ceiver solution for wideband CDMA.

V. SIMULATIONS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we provide simulation results that compare
ISR modes with SIC and PIC. We summarize these results and
discuss application of the modes.

A. Simulation Setup

In the simulations that follow, we attempted to approximate
the specifications for up-link WCDMA [2] in a homoge-
neous-rate scenario. We consider a differentially encoded

TABLE III
PARAMETERS USED IN SIMULATIONS (UNLESSOTHERWISESPECIFIED)

BPSK DS-CDMA with in-cell users sharing the channel;
whereas out-of-cell users along with thermal noise are modeled
as additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). For lack of space,
we refer the reader to [16] where we report on a mixed-rate
traffic situation that mixes BPSK and 8-PSK users, a scenario
currently studied in new wireless technologies such as EDGE or
OFDM for high-speed wireless data access [59]. The channel is
considered Rayleigh fading [60] with chip normalized Doppler

, and we consider frequency-selective fading with
propagation paths. Transmitters are equipped with one transmit
antenna; whereas the receiving end is equipped with
or 2 antennas. We implement closed-loop power control,
with a power control correction factor to be updated
and adjusted every 2560 chips with a simulated transmission
delay of 0.625 ms and an error rate on the power control
bit of %.20 The parameters most commonly
utilized in the simulations, unless otherwise is specified, are
listed in Table III. STAR [15] is used to estimate temporal
delays and channel gain, except for ISR-D which uses its
own estimator (see footnote 14). Thus the capacity figures
obtained for STAR-PIC/SIC are significantly higher than
those obtainable with RAKE-PIC/SIC. For lack of space, only
single-symbol-based estimation ISR (i.e., ) is studied.

B. Simulation Results

In Fig. 3, we show simulation results along with bit error rate
(BER) bounds21 for a system supporting users with
processing gain and other parameters as specified in
Table III. With , the symbol rate is 256 kb/s and cor-
responds to 128 kb/s with simple 1/2 rate channel coding and
decoding. ISR-D, DX(256) where 256 is the temporal dimen-
sion22 is shown in Fig. 3(a), ISR-R,RX(256) in Fig. 3(b), ISR-
TR,TRX(256) in Fig. 3(c), and ISR-H in Fig. 3(d). Completely

20Fixed to this value regardless of the actual channel BER.
21We have been able to derive accurate noise amplification factors due to

ISR constraints and theoretical BER bounds in the asynchronous transmission
case. For lack of space, we will report on these new analysis results in a future
publication.

22Temporal dimension is2L = 32 for basic ISR (i.e.,Q = 1 andN = 0).
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Fig. 3. BER versusE =N performance of ISR with and without past data extension (X-option) for 8 DBPSK mobiles at 256 kb/s: simulated (solid) and lower
bound (dashed). (a): ISR-D,DX. (b): ISR-R,RX. (c): ISR-TR,TRX. (d): ISR-H.

asynchronous transmission was considered with the-option
while quasisynchronism was used otherwise.23 Bounds are ex-
tremely tight at low to moderate SNR and differences appear
only at high SNR when identification errors become dominant.
The -option is seen to be very effective with ISR-D and has
only little effect on ISR-TR and ISR-R. We note again that the
DF modes flatten at high SNR indicating that the DF modes
have zero asymptotic efficiency. ISR-H provides some asymp-
totic efficiency, but has very poor performance at low to mod-
erate SNR.

In later simulations we focus on a BER of 5% which is consid-
ered applicable to WCDMA [1], [2] before channel decoding.
The general picture is that ISR-H performs poorly compared to
the other modes in this range and therefore is not considered fur-
ther. ISR-H proves valuable in mixed power or modulation [16].
To support completely asynchronous transmission, the-op-
tion is used by default in what follows.

Fig. 4 depicts the required to obtain a BER of 5%
for increasing number of users , as obtained by searching
around the target BER. The figure shows also performance of
ISR-TRX-S, SIC, and PIC. The system setup is the same as
previous section. All DF ISR modes provide roughly the same
capacity , but higher than subtractive receivers,
particularly when the system load is high. The successive
implementation of ISR-TRX, ISR-TRX-S, provides slightly
worse performance than its parallel version, but better than SIC.
ISR-TRX-S and SIC are similar up to the point of interference
rejection; ISR-TRX-S nulls interference, whereas SIC subtracts
it. ISR-TRX-S therefore gains robustness compared to SIC

23Simply because theX-option enables complete asynchronous support as
discussed in Section III-B.

Fig. 4. RequiredE =N at 5% BER before FEC decoding versus the system
loadNI in DBPSK mobiles at 256 kb/s: single-antenna case.

by virtue of its higher robustness to estimation errors and
especially to power estimation errors.

The load line dictates the operating condition when all in-cell
but not out-cell interference is suppressed, while neighboring
cells are assumed to have same load as the target cell and when
the out-cell to in-cell interference ratio is [20]. Ca-
pacity ranges from 7.5 users (SIC) to 8.5 users (ISR-D). These
capacities may be exceeded if out-cell interferers are suppressed
as well, or if the cell is isolated.

1) Multiple Antennas:Fig. 5 shows performance with
antennas. Generally speaking, all methods gain performance
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Fig. 5. RequiredE =N at 5% BER before FEC decoding versus the system
loadNI in DBPSK mobiles at 256 kb/s: two-antenna case.

Fig. 6. RequiredE =N at 5% BER before FEC decoding versus the system
loadNI in DBPSK mobiles at 256 kb/s: two-stage multistage ISR processing
case.

by the same amount. Required SNR is about 3 dB lower and the
number of users accommodated is doubled. This increase is not
surprising, since the noise is now distributed over two receiving
antennas and the dimensionality is doubled. Furthermore, varia-
tions in total received power are reduced because the number of
diversities is doubled. ISR-D offers slightly better
performance than other DF modes (less than 0.5 dB) because
the operating point is generally 3 dB lower, which de-
grades channel identification. This tends to favor ISR-D which
is completely insensitive to estimation errors of the channel
gain. Again, ISR-TRX-S outperforms its nonlinear companion
SIC. The load line suggests that at the low end 13.5 users can
be supported with PIC but ISR-DX may serve about 15.5 users.
Doubling the number of antennas, therefore, increases capacity
by about 1.8.

2) Multistage Processing: -Option: Fig. 6 provides per-
formance curves with one antenna when the number of ISR

Fig. 7. RequiredE =N at 5% BER before FEC decoding versus the system
loadNI in DBPSK mobiles at 256 kb/s: high-Doppler case (i.e., 100 kmi/h).

stages is increased to two. Comparing these to the one-stage
curves of Fig. 4, the performance of all modes is improved by
about 0.5 dB near . This improvement increases to
5 dB for ISR-TRX at . This confirms that DF based
on MRC estimates for one-stage operation is good when inter-
ference noise is low (low or moderate number of users), but
becomes degraded at high degree of interference (high).
SIC-M and ISR-TRX-SM achieve performance comparable to
DF ISR-M modes, but not ISR-DX-M. However, ISR-TRX-SM
is better than SIC-M with performance close to ISR-DX-M and
even relatively better at very high loads. ISR-TRX-SM is a very
attractive solution for high performance. It suffers, however,
from an increase in processing delay.

3) High Doppler: In Fig. 7, we have increased the Doppler
by a factor of 20 reflecting mobile speeds of 100 Kmph. All
modes of operation suffer from increased Doppler because
power control is not able to follow the variations of the channel,
causing greater power fluctuations and worse identification
of the channel. Again, this is seen to favor ISR-DX (rela-
tive to other modes) which promises the best robustness to
channel identification errors. As expected, ISR-RX suffers
more than ISR-DX but ISR-TRX suffers the most as it is the
least robust DF mode. Large variations in power are seen to
favor the successive methods. SIC and ISR-TRX-S have same
performance and outperform ISR-TRX,RX but not ISR-DX.
PIC and ISR-TRX have poor performance in high Doppler.
Capacity is reduced to 4 (PIC) and 4.5 (ISR-DX) as seen from
the load line, a reduction by a factor of almost 2. Fortunately,
practical systems are dominated by users with low mobility
and, therefore, this reduction may not be important in practice.

C. Discussion

Generally, all ISR modes of operation with DF outperform
receivers with interference cancellation by subtraction (SIC
and PIC). Only in high Doppler and multistage is SIC able
to take sufficient advantage of successive processing of users
to outperform ISR-TRX,RX; but not ISR-DX. However, the
ISR alternative to SIC, ISR-TRX-S provides mostly better
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TABLE IV
PERFORMANCEFEATURES AND COMPLEXITIES OFSINGLE-SYMBOL-BASED ESTIMATION (i.e.,Q = 1) ISR MODESWITH STAR

performance, underlining the strength of constrained subspace
suppression rather than interference subtraction. ISR-TRX-S
has same complexity as SIC and therefore is an attractive ISR
solution for successive processing.

The complexity of the ISR techniques is mainly determined
by the number of users to be cancelled and to a lesser extent
by the number of users processed. The complexity differences
arise mainly from differences in dimension of the matrix to be
inverted in (31), which corresponds to the total number of con-
straints imposed by the mode. A rough calculation is pro-
vided in Table IV along with the performance features of the
ISR modes. The DF modes rank in performance as ISR-DX

ISR-RX ISR-TRX, consistent with the exact ranking of
complexity. Significant differences appear only in adverse situ-
ations such as high Doppler. ISR-TRX with complexity of the
order of the PIC is, therefore, a very attractive solution in most
situations as it combines affordable complexity with satisfac-
tory performance. Further improvements in performance may
be obtained at the least cost in complexity by increasing the
number of processing stages. More precise estimation of one
constraint by decreasing the data estimation errors yields better
results than introducing modes with additional constraints. The
strength of more elaborate modes such as ISR-H is to be found
in adverse near–far situations [22], [30] or when identification
of the channel is poor. This indication of theory is supported by
simulations. However, as performance improves from one mode

to another, the complexity required increases while the resulting
SNR advantage decreases, making the last decibel of gain even
more expensive to obtain.

VI. CONCLUSION

A new multiuser receiver structure, ISR, has been presented
that offers a number of implementation modes covering a large
range in performance and complexity. The low sensitivity to
variations in interference power enables simultaneous support
of both high-power high-rate and low-power low-rate transmis-
sions in integrated multiservice wideband CDMA networks.
ISR-H manifests the best performance but is the most complex
to implement. ISR-TR may be the short-term preferred choice
with respect to performance/complexity tradeoffs.

ISR-TRX provides generally very good performance in most
situations when identification is good. Moreover, it always out-
performs PIC and generally outperforms SIC, both of which
possess the same level of complexity. ISR-TRX is therefore a
very attractive solution for multiuser detection. Eventually, the
evolution of DSPs, which tend to double in performance every
one and a half years, may gradually allow for cost-effective
implementation of ISR-RX,DX to achieve better performance.
ISR-TRX-S represents an alternative to SIC, achieving better
performance than SIC in all situations while requiring about the
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same complexity. ISR-H was found to provide inferior perfor-
mance for high data rates in the operating region of interest.
However, its advantages were demonstrated in adverse near–far
situations [16]. ISR-H is studied further in [30] with emphasis
on downlink applications.

The tolerable complexity is best exploited by limiting the
number of high-power users to that which the base station re-
ceiver can suppress and allowing as many low-power users as
the SNR limit permits. Since overall complexity varies roughly
linearly with the number of interferers suppressed, advances in
tolerable complexity appear to be readily translatable to higher
bandwidth efficiencies.
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